BLAIRSTOWN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

The Mission of the
Core Content
Standards in Arts
Education
Mission: The arts enable personal,
intellectual, social, economic, and
human growth by fostering creativity
and providing opportunities for
expression beyond the limits of
language.

Fall Tree by Everlin grade one

A place where you can use your
right brain and have fun doing it!

Vision: An education in the arts
fosters a population that:



Creates, reshapes, and fully
participates in the enhancement
of the quality of life, globally.



Participates in social, cultural,
and intellectual interplay among
people of different ethnic, racial,
and cultural backgrounds
through a focus on the
humanities.



Possesses essential technical
skills and abilities significant to
many aspects of life and work in
the 21st century.



Understands and impacts the
increasingly complex
technological environment.

Visit www.state.nj.us/
education/cccs/2014/arts/
standards.pdf to read the
standards for the Visual and
Performing Arts.

ART

Ocean Silhouette by Cole grade 3

Model Magic Turkey by Owen in
Kindergarten

Second Grade






Action Drawing
Self Portraits
Clay penguins
Color Theory
Highlighted Artists–
Artists– Edgar Degas and
Burton Morris

Third
Color Wheel Umbrella by Kaydence grade 2







Charcoal Drawing
Bowls of Fruit
Clay Fish
Jungle Painting
Highlighted artistsartists- Paul Cezanne and
Henri Rousseau






One point perspective
Shading of simple forms
Pinch pots
Watercolor flowers

Curriculum
All Art classes are taught in a
discipline based Art Education. This means
that projects are taught with an
appreciation for Art History. Children will
learn where the Art they are creating
originated from and the masters who

Fourth



Highlighted artists–
artists– Georgia O’Keefe and
African Art

Fifth
Kindergarten






Animal drawing
Self portraits
Simple clay pots
Model Magic turkeys
Highlighted Artists–
Artists– Pablo Picasso and Andy
Warhol

First






Warm and Cool Colors
Clay turtles
Lion paintings
Simple perspective
Highlighted Artists–
Artists– Vincent Van Gogh and
Claude Monet









Monochromatic painting
Clay frogs
Chinese landscapes
Charcoal and watercolor painting
Cut paper Collage
Highlighted Artists–
Artists– Josef Albers and
Vincent Van Gogh

Sixth







Clean Communities T–
T– shirt contest
Clay portraits
Stone Age charcoal and pastel drawings
Pencil Shaded self portraits
Egyptian art
Highlighted Artists–
Artists– Victor Vassarely and
Leonardo DaVinci

The Importance of Art in
Schools for the Future of Our
Children
Arts Education in the 21st Century
Creativity is a driving force in the 21st
century global economy, with the fastest
growing jobs and emerging industries
relying on the ability of workers to think
unconventionally and use their
imaginations.
The best employers the world over will
be looking for the most competent, most
creative, and most innovative people on
the face of the earth ... This will be true
not just for the top professionals and
managers, but up and down the length
and breadth of the workforce ... Those
countries that produce the most
important new products and services
can capture a premium in world
market ...
(2007, National Center on Education and
the Economy)
Experience with and knowledge of the
arts are essential components of the P-12
curriculum in the 21st century. As the
state of New Jersey works to transform
public education to meet the needs of a
changing world and the 21st century
workforce, capitalizing on the unique
ability of the arts to unleash creativity
and innovation in our students is critical
for success.

